A physiotherapy test package for assessing back and neck dysfunction--discriminative ability for patients versus healthy control subjects.
A physiotherapy test package of 10 tests designed for assessing dysfunction due to back or neck pain was tested for its ability to discriminate between back- or neck-pain sufferers and healthy control subjects. Twenty-seven patients and 26 healthy control subjects participated in the study. Fifteen patients suffering from back or neck pain and 15 matched healthy control subjects were assessed using the package to compare the results between the groups. The results from a further 12 back- or neck-pain sufferers and 11 unmatched healthy control subjects were analysed with respect to sensitivity and specificity, cluster formation and correlation with ratings of pain and perceived exertion. The differences in the test results for the patients and the matched healthy control subjects were highly significant in all variables but one. High sensitivity for cut-off points of clinical relevance was found in all variables but one, whereas specificity was moderate in most variables. Despite the small sample size, the significant differences between patients and healthy control subjects, with the sensitivity and specificity figures, suggest that the content validity of the test package is satisfactory.